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ABSTRACT

New temperature-compensated high piezoelectric coupling crystals are

needed for acoustic surface-wave matched filters, encoders, decoders, and

related signal processing devices. Elastic coefficients , together with their

pressure and temperature derivatives, are also important in materials science

and in geophysics. Oxides show several correlations between structure type

and elastic behavior. Stiffness coefficients of silicate minerals are generally

larger in the direction of SI-O bonding. A simple mechanical analogy in which

atomic bonds are simulated by springs connected in series and parallel is used

to estimate the size and anisotropy of the elastic moduli. Magnitudes of the
temperature and pressure derivatives of the stiffness coefficients are also

predicted by the model. Crystallochemical factors conducive to anomalous
elastic behavior nra examined, with special attention to materials which become

stiffer with increasing temperature. Internal rotational motions involving

.bending of.the atomic bonds appear particularly important in this. class of

* materIals.

............................ b...
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1.

ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF OXIDES AND THE SEARCH FOR

TEMP EATURE-COPENSATED MATERIALS

R. E. Newnham
Materials Research Laboratory

The Pennsylvania State University

INTRODUCTION

Recent development of acousto-optic and surface-wave devices has re-

newed interest in the elastic properties of oxides. New temperature-compensated

materials with large piezoelectric moduli are especially needed. In a delay-

line medit.m, an electric signal is converted to an acoustic wave which travels

at a slower velocity and is subsequently re-converted to an electric signal.

* Elastic coefficients govern the velocity of the acoustic wave, and hence the

transit time.

Elastic properties of oxides are also important in the geosciences,

sloce most minerals in the earth's crust are oxides. Stiffness moduli, bear

special relevance to our understanding of rock mechanics and seismic wave velocities.

From previous work it appears that packia& density is the primary var-

iablo affecting the elastic moduli of oxide compounds. Birch (1961a, 1961b) showed

that most common minerals have about the same mean atomic weight (molecular

weight divided by the number of atoms in the chemical formula), and that
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longitudinal sound velocity is roughly proportional to density. Shear

velocities also increase with rock density (Simmons, 1964). Anderson and

Nafe (1965) plotted bulk modulus (reciprocal volume compressibility)

against volume per ion pair, demonstrating that most oxide data follow the

same relation. Bulk modulus is inversely propQrtional to volume, regardless

of whether the volume change is caused by .mure, co.po-itional vAr1Ation4_

temperature, porosity, or phase changes. As might be expected, bulk modulus

increases with density because short-range repulsive forces make it increasingly

difficult to compress the solid as the atoms move closer together.

STRUCTURE-STIFFNESS CORRELATION

All solids change shape under forces. Under small stress, the strain E

is related to the "stress a by Hooke's law, -(a) = (c)(c). The elastic stiffness

coefficients (c) constitute a fourth rank tensor in which the numberi of

independent coefficients depends on symmetry (Nye, 1957). In contracted matrix

notation a e where I, J = l;2,3 refer to longitudinal stresses and

- strains along axes X1 , X2 and X3 , respectively. For shearing motions about

each of the axes, is j - 4,5,6. The discussion which follows will be concerned

with the relative values of cli, cn2 and c 33  the coefficients relating change

Iin length along a principal direccion to a parallel component of stress.

. The stiffuess coefficients for silicate minerals presented in Table 1

- show a correlation between elastic anisotropy and structure typo. All

silicates contain (SiO4 )..tetrahedra and, depending on how. the tetrahedra are

l .inked togpaher, can bCe Liassified as. framework, layer, chain or rin8 silicates.

In framework silicates such as quartz and silica:glass, the tetrahedra

" form three-dimensional networks. Since the boiding is nearly isotropic, there

Is no cleavage and littl6 anisotropy In hardness or elasticity. Conpare the
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Table I

"Longitudinal Stiffness Constants Expressed in Mogabars (IIREAMON, 1966)

Framework Silicates

a-quartz SiO2  c 1 1 ., c2 2 ' 0.9, c3 3  1.1

.silica glass SiO2  celi = 22 ' c3 3  0.8

Single Chain Silicates (pyroxenes)

aegerine NaFeSi 2 06  C 1 1.9, C2 2  1.8, c13 2.3

augite (Ca~gFe)SO 3 Sl 18, c2 2  1.5, c3 2.2

• diopside Caw{gSi 2 0 6  C 1 2.0, C2 2 1.8, C3 3 - 2.4

Double Chain Silitates (amphiboles)

hornblende (Ca*,a, K) 2-3 (I, ,FO,A1) 5 (S ,AI) 802 2 Oml).2

"" 1  1.2; c2. " 1.81, 33- 2.0

Rin ngS_ licates

S bery3 e3A12 Si 60 1 8  011-0 C2 2 " 3.1 C33'2,8

tourmalina (N a Ca)'(L Mg tA:1 'l ,n) (011)C8)
•.3 6..33P % . -

C•1.•-22- 2.7, c33- 1.6

tiy S slcates
biotite K(•t&'Fe13 (A1si 3 01O)(0U) 011 022 "1.9, 033 - 0.0

Siiscovhie K Al (AIS1 30 Id ('M)2 cn •c - 3.8, 2 1. 22

phlosopite K H83 (AIS i3 010 )(01U) 2 :ell 22 "1.3, c-3
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longitudinal elastic moduli given in Table 1. When corrected for density

(P- 2.65 gms/c.c. for quartz and 2.2 gms/c.c. for silica glass) the

stiffness constants are nearly identicaI for the two forms of Sin 2 , sub-

stantiating the relation between bulk modulus and volume (Anderson atid

Nafe, 1965).

r The influence of crystal structure becomes more obvious in the chain

silicates. Pyroxenes contain Sit 3 single chains, and amphiboles Si 4 O1 1 double

Schains as shown in Fig. 1. Elastic coefficients in Table 1 are referred to

the measurement directions denoted by arrows in Fig. 1. Bonding is stronger

along the chain direction giving rise to pronounced cleavage. We also expect

the crystal to be stiffer in this direction, resulting in larger moduli.

Experiment confirms this suggestion; the stiffness parallel to the Chain (c 33).

Sis the largest in pyroxenes and amphiboles. We also note that c 2 2 has increased--

" considerably in horublende, possibly because of the increas. of chain width

in this direction. .

• Beryl and tourmaline, two ring silicates show a simailar corrolatioa

be tw..n istiffness and structure. Both contain Si6018 rings as illustrated

schehmatically inVig .I.' We expect strong bondiag and greAter stiffness in

t he plane of the ring, hence c3 3 should be smaller thar c and C22 .as observed.

-Beryl is-not very anisocropic: because of the strong Be-O a&d AI-O bonds

connecting the rings.

When Si 60 18 rings adjoin one another, tho tettahedral'layer found in

micas is formed. The cleavage and stiffness anisotropy beccme very obviout in

""ye, smlIcat~s, and c2z are three timfe lorger than c 33 . ThiA is

aheatie auisotropy observed, for reasons that are. explained later.$1.axmr xl
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Fig. 1. Arrangements of SiO tetrahedra in silicates.
(a) Sin-le chain ~Licates. (b) Double cha~in
silicates. (c) Ring ailicates. (d) Layer
s~ilicates.

dr&

X,
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MEIQIANICAL A'.ALOC

.I te attic teyoflastic coefficients, stiffnc..;9 coefficionts

are related to atomic force constants by deternining the eiicrgy associated

with various SLraln componentc. The calculation is cumbersome for a mon-

ato:nic simple cibic lattice (I,' ttel, 1953)), and would be overwhelming for

rzost mineral structures. To avoid i~tcaia C!1l? It a gd an further

physical. lIsiviht: regarding, the causes of elastic anisotropy, we maake use of a

simple mechanical system.

The analogy used to describe elastic anisotropy is one in which two

miechanical r-prings represent atomic bonds with force constants k and K. Tables

of force constanza (Wilson, Decits and Crcss, 1955) derived from infrared

vibrational. spectra show that typical valuea are withio an ordez of ciagaltude

of 10 dyntza/ca (1 mnd/1).: StL'etchi ng force~ constants are plotro" as a

f ntaztion of intetratomirt uib~ancu in Fig. 2. As might. ii pectO4. LIM f orce

Constant dftcreasos with increasing bWnd lenath, though it is rather surprising,
* that so many different types fall alonig the siane line. lIn f~noath trn.t

1have tbo largest force, cottstanta ecduse dc-00 potential Wells have larger second

derivatives whou voil-sha-pet; arc zsimilar. -Mus, -for example, tt is fouiad that tile

stretchiog force CUSa~uitu for G-c, GuC, slid CaC are about 5, 10 and 16 mdIA.

-- ivraly, r bendlin& Motic". tht force------------,4 tho ras'e

*0.1 -0.6 W4/A. Bending force constauts are much mialler thau stretching fovca

constaots becaut'e the ropulilva o'.orlap potential 4oolnates vitel atome CWOVO

*towamrd one anothet, iacreasing the force co aat for stretchinm otion.
To explain the elastic properties of solids contniuo1ug both strong and

woak bonds, consider the Sptis% Syst-fs illustrated in Fig. 3. U11on atron4

and veak springs are connectood in0 series, most of 010 elastic eaergy 16

stored in the weak sprirt~s, uhitle iu the parallel connection the Strong sprIng



Fig. 2. Relationship between force constant and interatomic distance. Stretching
force constants are from Wilson Decius and Cross (1955), and interatomic
distances from Sutton (1958).
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Fig. 3. Series a,,d parallel. connections of springs used
to represent atomic bonds. Strong bonds have
l~arGe force constants K, while weak~ bonds are
easily stretIcbed and have sinaU~er constants kc.
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Pa ra leie



contains most of the energy. Let K and k be the force constanLs of two bonds

Arranged in series-and parallel positions, as shown. This is a schematic

representation of the bonding in mica. In muscovite Si-O and K-O bonds are in

series for tensile stresses applied perpendicular to the sheet and in parallel

when the applied forces lie in the plane. In pyroxenes, the parallel connection

applies to measurements along the silicate chains, and series connections to the

two perpendicular direction.

Analyzing the series arrangement for an applied ten.1le force F gives-

PzuaA. an~uK + kuk a la It where a is the stress acting on a surface

S "8of cobsseciona ara Acontaining ns chains, us/It is the resulting strain.

in the series (s) connection whose overall stiffness is c5 * UK and uk are the

displacements of the springs with force constants K and k. An identical force

applied to the parallel arrangement gives an analogous expression. F - crA

n Ku + n kU c A u p/ . For the series connection both springs experience
p K p uk p p p p

the same force so that their restoring forces are equal, UKK - ukk. -The total

displacement us.- uk + uK, giving uk - Us1(1 + k/K) and uK us/(l + K/k), and

n's 2kK() "

nS~

In solving the parallel chain system, it is obvious that the displacements of.

the different springs are equal and that up p 2uk 2,iK.. Substitution in the--

force equation gives the elastic constant

(2)
C k +Kgp AO 2

Note that c n ad cp are unequal, even when all the springs are identical (k - K).

The elaitic cocfficiants depend on bond lengths through t and on the number of

chains-per unit area in.different directions•.
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To determine the effects of strong and weak bonding on the elastic con-

stants,, assume that the geometric factors are about equal so that nt / A
p p p

2n t IA , giving the ratio .c /a. 4kX/(k+K) .In Fig. 4, the quantity c /c is58 5 p s p
plotted as a function of K/k to illustrate the effects of mixed bonding. When

K/k 1, all-bonds have the same force constant, and the elastic constants are

of course the same for series and parallel connection, so that c /c 1.
s p

kt thu other extreme c Ic +* 0 as K/k + ,but the approach to zero is very
s p

slow. For K/k -2,cs C 0.9c and even for K/k 10, c5  0.3c .Since force
5 p p

constants for various chemical bonds are all within an order of magnitude of

one qnother, the e.-pected maximum elastic anisotropy is about 3:1, as observed

in muscolite (Table 1). In all cases c p > c 8 as observed experimentally.

It would 'jo useful to predict the magnitude of the observed stiffness

.- coeff~cieuiLs (Table 1) ns wel11 as their anisotoy -o hisidentical in
size, ruruber and force constants,, equations (1). and (2) reduce to.

C- ~c at--p .a A (3)

n, Z# aind A van be evaluated. from the crystal structure, but, k cannot. Typical

vausfor k are 0.1 to 1.0 mIllidynes/A for bending force constants and 1-10

rd/Xforstrtchng onsant. Atb ype ofdeforma tion. -come. into play.

in minenrals. When ani SIO 4 tetreliecdron. is stressed,. fot. instance both stretcdhing

and bonding will, take jolace. Si-O force constants (Jtntoissi, 1949) are fairly.

Lypical with stretchinU constainta. 4-5.tmd/l and bonding cc.nstantsO.M6 t 01

uhtle those involving Al are 10* 20% siaall or (Ilidalgo and Sorratosa, 19 56). 'A

"caroful analysis would be req~uired to determine tho correct force coustaut toý



Fig. 4 *Stiffness anisotropy for series and parallel
connections plotted as a function of spring
constant ratio K/k. The series connection is
far more pliant 'when K>>k.

10: is. 2.20
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use in (3); but in any case all the atomic force constants have not been

determLned from spectroscopic data. When an aver-age value k •I- md/A is stub-

stituted in (3) , elastic stiffness cc ifficients of the right magnitude are

obtained. Taking Z -- 31, -E'- 1/Z2 ,0_ I-2 gives c' .'3.x 1012 d a 3 mega-
cm

bars, comparable to the experimental values (Table 1).

PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ELASTIC STIFFNESS

The: pressure derivatives of the elastic coefficients of minerals determine

changuz Iii seismic wave velocities deep within the earth, and are strong

indicators of the onset of phase transformation. Elastic stiffness.coefficients

ahd their initial pressure derivatives for foir oxides are listed In Table 2.

Using the spring model just described, three observations are to be

rationalized:,

(1) The pressure derivatives.are all about one to t n megabax/mogzb.

'2) Large stiffnesses uisually show S r.eat or pressure derivat~ftos thani

1 sl1 ones: If ell > 2c 2helfk ! .C1.. 2 2

(3) Presure deiaie fthe s tif fne§sses ire poaftive in des-a ckca

-triucture .but in open .structure, are occasioually ,egatlve. 4i0art onl. .

beryl each have Owe negative deriVative but the clos•o-pac.kd coruudu. and --

forstorite•i airutcture% shot nonl.as•"c -.. " .- .. I"

To estimate the presaire dodence of the elastic sttidss we a .t..

=ke tOhe aipproxi.ation that n/A 1 li.", then e.- k/k- and

AcM? (il) (kMP) (k 3 ) At/A). Assusins an isotropic soItd, A? W' A) Celt)

so that Ac a-ifk k
r - (2)
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Conmparison~o *f glastic stiffness and their initial pressure derivatives
for four oxides 4 Adiabatic stiffness cjare expressed in megabars,
and the pressure derivativez Dcij/C'P are dlimensionless.

B eryl Quartz Corundum Forsterite

ii C i a~c la /P C ij ac ij/ap Ci ac/3P C ii ac i/ap

11 3.09 4.5 0.87 3.3 4.98 6.2 .3.29 8.3

22 S I II 2.01 5.9

33 2.83- 3.4 1.06 10.8 5.02 5.0 2.36 6.2

44 0.66 .-0.2 .0.58, 2.7 1.47 2.2. - .67 2.1

55 tttI II 0.81 1.7

.66 '0.90 0.3 0.40 -2.7 1.68 1.5 0.81 2.3

12 129- 3. 0.07 .8.7 1.63 3.3 0 .07 .4.3

ý13 1. 19 3.3 . 0. 12 .6..0 1.17 3,.7 0 .07 - 4.:2

23 ' I HPU007. 3.5

14 -0 -. 018 1.9 -0.23: 0.1 _

Refor&toac Yowli, U191 KcSkimin, Gleske atid Gra~haw aud
Audreatch & Bar-sch,.. lairech~ -1969
Thurctohl,.16
1965*
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A rough value for Ak/A2t can be oot~ained by examining lhow k varies vith

interatomic distance. Short strong bonds have larger stiffnesses than long

bonds. The bond stiffness for Si-O is about 10%'larger than that for Al-O,

and the bond length is about 10% shorter. There-fore Ak/AZ. is roughly-2 Tad/K 2 .

Stretching force constants are plotted as a function of interatomic distance

in Fig. 2. For distances greater than 1.5A, the relation between k and Y_ is

nearly linear with a slope of about -2 md/A

Substituting this value in (4) along with c 3 x 1012 dyne/cm2  k 1 md/X

and X. 3 gives !Ac/AP 1. 10(dimensionless), the right order of magnitude.

kTo explain the second observation consider the anisotropic structure in

* Fig. 5a. The'structure contains tightly bonded atoms in the Xdirection and

very. loose bonding along X2  roarunts previously oresented c~ > C2 2I ~Now considar their prsuedrvtvs rmeq. (3), the change in stiffness

with pres~sure Is. related to: the. change in the number of chains per. unitý area

aA..their repeat -distancel2, and bond stiffness k:

U-ilia prouetestructure vill-compress -mainly 'along X2  eas of the weak

For the Xdirection there will be. littlei change in t and, k~ So that

(Ai APP~ik /A)WlAP. Tite number of chttins per unit .Areu increases rApily

:16itlh pre"aura becou~se of the big rioduction in. Z2 decronsRaig A and increasing

U/A. Thaerdor:c' Ingroascas rapidly with-pressure.
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* ~Fig. 5. Anisotropic muodel at low (a) and high (b) pressu~res.

X2
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For direction X there is little change in n/A with pressure hecause

12

22 2 2
length and spring constant are inversely related to one another so that the

increase in spring sonstant is partially offset by change in length. Hance c2

will not'increase rapidly with pressure.

The third obrcrvation regarding the pressure depetih 1n i heocrec

of negative derivaitives in open structures like beryl suI'd qu, rt. ite a

close-packed structure is compressed, the atoms move clilao together but this

need not be Lrue in an open structure where rotations Call Aake Place. To

*determine the effect on the elastic constants, considc~ 'u~ii 3 eci1n

the pressure dependence of the stiffness. The new 0 trlhr stepesr

dependence of the stiffness k. If we are considering thtt~ atiff tossaln X,

....... .for examiple, k1 may decrease with P because at high pr iiatitie a:stress along

X1 produces a bending rather than a stretch~iri motion. 4.1 Stiffness Co-
of f icierlts. for bending &are considerably smaller than fw* fltratrchin,. Thu's

rotaioncan lead. to-nagtatva pressure dependence of Gtmtlon~ stiffness cc-

of f ioin ts.

Temperature dependence of the -elastic 'stif fness'

Kost materials soften as ýthey become warmer, so that the elastic, stif foes$

decrase as teprature. incrouea.e Some reproeentative value of. dc/d T for.

ox 8aeLven ift Table 3. 7e fractional chbAnge in0 atiff neas -(1/0). (dc/47)

is of the order -2 x 10O4 per OC. The variation of th2 elastic coefficients

with temperature is of some-geophysaical interest because- o~f the lncrease in

temperature with depth. Stifffoess increases with' pressureo so'that acoustic vaves

Increase speed wuch depth, but the increase-i1s partly offset by the temperaturo.

of lect.. The temperature dependence of the elastic consatnts is also important
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Table 3. Temperature coefficients of elastic stiffness for several oxides.

-4T -(1/c) (dc/dT) and is expressed in units of.10 per 0 C
C

M90 Tce -2.3 Tc4  1A

SMTO 3  Tc1  -2.6 Te -1.1

cti2  c11 -05c 33  -2

Tc4 -1.6 Tce +1.6



in acoustic delay lines and in piezoelectric oscillators and filters. Variations

of the delay time or resonant frequencies are undesireable in these devices.

The mechanical spring model Just discussed also provides an explanation of

the temperature dependence of the elastic stiffness. To estimate the size of

dc/dT, we assume an isotropic model of identical springs,.for which c n ti k/A

k/Ce, as shown previou~ly. k is the force constant of the spring ~and t the length.

The temperature derivative is

dc d k 1 dk k dt
WT TdT ITF
The second term is directly proportional to the linear therM.dl expansion colefficientt

(I MlZ (dZ/dT). The first term depends or, the change in. f orce constant with

*temperature, CheL.ical bonds grow weaker, with increasing length and the force con-

*stant becomC. samller. if we aissume that the change in Ic depends primaarily on t

then (dk/dT) (dk/dt) (dZ/dT), cnd the variation atif fauss with -temperature' becomest.

*de, Ak k

.62At showrn in che previout section. 1kjd1 '- 4 d/A k, .l rd/A, U~3, and c3l

dynealcm 2. Thermal experwion coefficients. -o xdsaeaotI~ per *C.

Substittitii those values givt4 a ftjctio~ai change (1`/c)(dc/dT) ~.10' / .Cp

-which is the right orde-r of =Salntude. j'his vralue is 1mi, but. isserl

-times. 4,rger than the thermal expansion Coefficient ci. This Is imprtadt

..- because the thermal expaxnsion coeffi~cients ate crucia i d la ine aad

ii - . - quency-statward devices. thus in isarchidg for a~-p~tr

matari~ls Vi th unusual el-04tic Properties are needed. Ih* particular, it to

* . ipoata~t to faind Saterials With'22alitive comperature, ~f coe~ittsa (li) (4de/dT)

In the next sectioo ve con-alder the ci~rcumstances uader which this might occur.,



Teerature - Compensated Materials

The transit time t in a delay-line medium is givea by the transit distance

Z divided by the acoustic velocity /c7P . c is the appropriate stiffness co-

efficient ane p the density. Temperature variations alter the transit time,

causing problems.- The temperature derivative (l/t)(dt/dT) - (1/)(dtIdT) -

(1/2 c-)(dc/dT)+ (1/2 p)(dp/dT). The first term on the right ia dhe linear

thermal expansion coefficient a, measured parallel to the transit direction.

The thi•%d term is also related to a. For an isotropic material, (l/p) (dp/dT)-a -30t.

Thus the temperature drift of the delay time is governed by the thermal expansion

coeffcients and.by the change in stiffness with tempcrature:

T (i/t)(dt/dT) 1 -1/2(c + •T..

T is (1c d/Tthe 'Cractios0al ;-hange in siffne~ss coef ficteut with tewn)eratore.
II

M. is. approx ontely .-Uxl0 PC, as discusaed in the pmvious section. ermal

"* ~ Pauion coefficients are usually-pooftive aud somewbiat szma~ler, about+01%

U a1 twTe.pcrature variLtion of tth transit, time is therefore detexm~nad by T,.

.-
4and. ise abou t 10 /OC. ObeerVed -vaues. of T ;ort frsfaewv:dito

are sli~btly smauor, abput 30-90 pWmI* (Carri 1912)

Tempe•ABuur-cospwstlIout •aq!ire that Tt, -the tMPerature -coefficient of

Sthe ttanit t-14e, be tero. lor zost. materiuls, T is positive because slastic

etiff"Se decsae' e Vith inctreA4iU teaperawuro, slowing down tho acoustic waven

"sd lengtbeu~ia the traosit ticae. IUosity also decrease with twpratura, speading

up the wavas sad abortenmq the traiwit tites, but this effect I.e generally smaller

tha that due. to thealastic constant•s.

H Material.- with uawuwt values of T are therefore of special Interest for
C

t•p•ature-ce uenated devices.. Quartz is suth material since T for the:t about.

the %-azis is positive (Table 3). The structres of a and 0- quart&' (M . 6.)

provide an underatanding of this behavior. The at-quart* .tuctxre IS a Partially-

collaped derivatLive of O-quatz. At h.ber epaera ures the SW4 tetrahsra
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Fig. 6. Arrangement of silicon atoms in quartz. Oxygens are located approximately
midway between neighboring silicon atomsi.
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rotte to. art vpelt, fful~y-ex-oanded structure, undergoing a displacive pha~se

-. raniton t 73C t t~ aquartz structure. Qu3rtt shows- a. rather. Y)-gh -rate of

thermal. expansion at room temperature due to the rotation of the tetrahedra.

Thermal expansion caefficier~ts become even larger just belowd ihe trans-

f ormatioa. temperature ands then decease abruptly to near zero when the fully-

efxpanidýA structure~is a~h1:eved.. Quantitative calculations (Taylor, 191-2),

show Ohat th-i thernal sýxpansior; of, quartz is due chiefly. tý tetza~hedr41-rotations.,

wi .th only a mir.or. contribution' from thermal motion. T h anomalous valu& of Tcý-

is relat~d to the rorati4ý0e~fZect.L c-"relates a's'hearing stress aboa~t the :~

z-axis to a shearing. strairn about the .same axis- the same type of :motion irt~ved

in the rotation..of tetraheira 'intransforming frop a to'O quartz. At roomItcomperpture the Si -0 -Si bonds-are quite bent, (F4g. 7 a), but thiey -straight~ený

with increasing temperture (Fig.71Tb) as the structure grows-closev to-0,Nuartzi.

*Consider the effect'of mechanical stresn-on such. arrangements. lkken the.. bent] . struccure. is stretched, -,-he teýtrahedra rotate as well as def orm' (Fig.' 7c.),reaufting'_

in a sizeable strain. -.-us the stiffness is rather small at room temperature..

* When the high-temperature structure is stressed (Fig. 7d), only deformatioh occurs

since the structure is too straight to permit rotation. Assa result, there is

less strain and the stiffnes.s increases with temperature. A positive value of.

T. can~ he relat-. to rotational effects in this way.

In an earli-'r section, the temperature coefficient of the elastic stiffness c

* was described5.n terms of a mechanical spring model. There it was shown that

2
TC (1/c) (,'c/dT) -(l/tc) (dk/dT) - (k/Z c) (dt/dT).

I-. this equation, t~ is the length of the spring and k is the spring constant..

For most mater! 1s, T is determined by the first tarm on the right, *resulting

from the change in sprin, constant with temperature. Tho sucond term arises from

thermal expansion, and is generally smaller. The spring constant usually decreases

with temperature because of thermhl vibrations, so that dk/dT is usually negative

and so isT



&g I 1*4s6 -andtiqating ýt 1 oigin ot-positivc -Tc coef f -ieen t~ in -ope6 cxy ,r 1.d
str-ueLuties, a) sbwR Uree batoms -on.ce by bent teods. - At higher tL'mperatU)*(45

(i>) tbhnIs-ihcn. Ihnstesd h ethonds both lengthen qit~ae
&~~A~n it(. Ten, he s traigiar-bonds are'stressed, only lengthening tnikesplac (ct) (c) shwazhgt ivtll change In leangth -then (d), hence thelo

tE i~'r svattcis moxt-4 complianat. -The b-ent bonds in cx-quarrz ,are shown
A:(~ ':h iA lwr! S sLres s rou t X3 p ue tension along the bond direction,-

r.-Q.n rt~ otatwln as eUas extension. ror the lhi t-temperature'
t qurtt autte I) i bending: occurs in l'.ia projpe~tiou.
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This need not be so when rotations occur because rotational spring constants

are smaller then stretching 6pring constants. For Si-O bonds, the stretching

constant is about 5 md/A while bending spring constants are less than 1 md/A.

In the kinked bonds (Fig. 6a) both stretching and bending occurs under stress

(Fig. 7c). The effective force constant is smaller.than in the high-temperature

case (Figs. 7b and 7d) where only stretching takes place. In this situation

dk/dT is positive, as is To, because the force constant changes character with

increasing temperature.

Paratellurite, one of the polymorphs of tellurium dioxide, exhibits unusual

elastic behavior similar to quartz. Temperature-compensated cuts of para-

"tellurite have been used in surface wave devices, although the piezoelectric

coupling parameters are small (Carr, 1972). In TeO2 the shearing stiffness

C8 =1/2 (c -c) has a positive temperature coefficient. The crystal11 12hsapstv eprtrecefcet h rsa

structures of the paratellurite and rutile polymorphs of ThO are illustrated
2

in Fig. 8. Paratellurite is a partially-collapsed derivative of the rutile

form. When paratellurite is heated, the bent configuration straightens,

similar to the changes observed in quartz. Thus the shearing spring constant

increases with temperature making dc/dT positive.

In searching for new materials with positive temperature coefficients, we

look to open structures in which sizeable rotations can occur. Coordination

numbers are usually small in open structures, so that oxygens are bonded to

only 1, 2, or 3 neighbors. Close-packed structures are generally not conducive

to rotational movements, although there ate exceptions to this. SrTiO3  shows

• " a beautiful rotational transition near 110*K which is accompanied by anomalous

elastic behavior. The Ti-O-Ti bonds are kinked in the low-temperature structure.

Leucite, cristobalite, anorthite, and other silicate minerals show 'Puckering'.,

transitions similar to quartz but unfortunately these materials are not plezoelectric.
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F.8. Crystal structures o~aratellr e (a) and ru'tile (b) viewed Along
the c crystallographic axes.'-The tilt~ing of the Te% octahedra iq paratajjurjpe.

1~d8tobod---digand 'a oA ous eladtic 'behavior',

OFC
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* Phase transitions are a second clue to the occurrence of positive To

values, since-rotations sometimes lead to a change in structure...'Poled' ferro-.

electrics such as LI~aO3  or ferroelastics are therefore of interest. To pre-

vent domain formation, the transition should not be.'near room temperature. ýA

material such as Bi WO6 (T -'950'C) might be of inte~rest. The elastic constants.

of bismuth tungstats have not been determined. Bi WOQ- is Volar-at. roo. temp-

erature but not ferroelectrici -Like lithium niobate, it is a 'frozen!'.ferro-ý

electric.

Anomalous elastic properties are also observe4. in Ba N~ 5O15 . nw

** .colloquially as bananas. Tecmlaecefiets, 14 and a~ .decrease

with incroasing temperature (Yamada., Iwasaki. and .Iiiseki, 1970)-. ýAs withý S;L0 2

and TeO2 the unusuad-bohavior is .associated with: a. phase transition to _hlgher

symmty -Barium sodium niobata undergoes a displacive! phase transition at

3OC..which is primarily elasti'c: in'charac ter. -The x an~d Y. -gsOf the .room

temperature orthorhoinbia~strudture are rotated. by ASO from ths Of. t~hehb

temnpersture tetragooal. phase, a2Nab01P s ezxhiLite-jarge piezoelectric

coulin coataitsincartain-directions.

copig*ntils1 ..
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